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The latest face-saving announcement from the Seychelles-based KuCoin cryptocurrency exchange - which was hacked nearly two months ago for more than $280 million - is that 84% of the affected assets have been recovered. Some victims will be pleased that the situation appears to be
moving forward. Others, not so much. Ignoring conspiracy theories, death threats, and alleged lack of communication on the part of the exchange, the KuCoin failure poses troubling issues around blockchain decentralizing and how token projects often rely on intermediaries that can fall.
After the hack, many projects with tokens stolen from the exchange were called for a quick response and changed their smart contracts - effectively replacing stolen tokens with new versions, known as token swaps. (A list of projects that quickly updated their tags after the September 26
hack can be found here.) Related: Hackers, Scammers Have Stolen $7.6B in Crypto Since 2011The majority of ERC-20 projects affected by the KuCoin hack (about 60%) bowed to pressure and upgraded their tokens. Although it goes against the principles of projects that basically cover
the back of KuCoin by updating their smart contracts or replacing their tokens, they chose the easiest solution available to them. But in some cases, it is not a simple process and will lead to a very messy fix. Read more: KuCoin CEO says suspect in $281M Hack identified; The authorities
on the case We are conscious of building our smart contract in a really un-focused way and we, as a group, can not stop transactions, blacklists, people on the white list and so on, Paul Claudius, co-founder of DIA, a Wikipedia oriented to the crowd of data and financial information , said. As
a team, obviously we believe in ourselves, but we don't think the world should trust us. And that's why we build our smart contracts that way. KuCoin calls all corrective efforts token swaps, Claudius said, but the exchange is confusing two different things. Related: Audius Has Big Numbers
by Crypto Standards but Can It Take On SoundCloud? In some cases, it is possible to upgrade the contract, re-issue the notification code and create the same blockchain status as before the hack. That is very different from the situation of re-issue of tokens that will generate two tokens.
Then it was like a fork, Claudius said. Where is the real token at the end? People will be trading old notification codes, do not know this. That's not an option. In the case of the DIA, about 3 million tokens were taken away by hackers, with a value of about $4 million; while the money was not
life-threatening, team members had to watch helplessly as hackers sold their tokens. I can see why projects that already have, say, 50% of their cards affected by hacking, will choose options to basically just pull the plug, Claudius said. Their backs are against the wall. Read more: Centrally
administered in nature - Lessons from KuCoin HackThe Foundation, the organization behind the centrally focused money market, KuCoin's strategy is to shift the onus to the centrally governance communities behind these projects, putting pressure on them to swap tokens, effectively
crediting KuCoin's balance. This caused community uproar, asking why we didn't upgrade our notification code, when in fact it wasn't our responsibility; it really is the problem of KuCoin, a member of, who wants to stay nameless, told CoinDesk, adding: We are a DeFi protocol. We can't do
it so easily without completely disrupting our user base and potentially exposing weak areas to our community. Token quandary It is one of the paradoxes at the heart of cryptocurrencies, that non-focused projects listed on central exchanges and must rely on centrally focused custody as a
potential point of failure. Of course, that's why de-focused exchanges (DEXs) are becoming increasingly popular as technological advances bring speed (and vice versa, attract liquidity for prominent tokens). However, for some smaller projects, listing on KuCoin is a big deal. Perhaps this is
their only trading location with significant liquidity. So what are they going to do? Read more: Ocean Protocol Forks to Retrieve Tokens Stolen From KuCoin ExchangeThere are a number of projects holding from the token swap, and KuCoin's strategy seems to be to wait until all of them
finally fold. In this waiting game, the exchange used some serious tactics, said Jag Singh, CEO of Vid, a delisting project from KuCoin before the hack took place. We delisted from KuCoin because we noticed a lot of suspicious stuff going on with our token prices - pumps and dumps - which
we concluded could only be [caused by] the exchange itself, said Singh. This [delisting] means they have less leverage than us. Like many others affected by the hack, Singh claims KuCoin is selling ghost tokens. If the entire balance of a token is stolen by hackers and that project has not
made token swaps, KuCoin is trading on thin air, Singh said. He claimed this was a deliberate tactic to cause the exchange of notification codes and to reduce the amount of the exchange that was refunded. CoinDesk asked KuCoin for comment, which exchanged requests for questions



sent by email. There were no answers to the questions but KuCoin representatives shared some comments from KuCoin CEO Johnny Lyu comparing the hack to events such as the Ethereum DAO compromise in 2016. In fact, in the history of cryptocurrencies, token exchanges or hard fork
situations appear several times in the Bitcoin and Ethereum communities at critical times, Lyu said in an update that was live-streamed on September 30. Along with that, communities survived severe crises, and everyone felt grateful for the teams that contributed. Irony and hypocrisy such
comparisons are excellent, said Richard Sanders, founder of blockchain analytics firm CipherBlade. It is important that we are dealing with non-focused technology. Therefore, setting a precedent every time an exchange is or someone who is negligent for some focused action that goes
against the foundation of what this technology is supposed to be about. Everything KuCoin is doing is really simmering with them trying to save faces. Related stories You've seen your future. Not through spiritual power, but through the lens of your memories. With each step and breath you
take, your brain is automatically pulled from memories to quickly cast fire assumptions about your circumstances, who you meet, what is either impossible. This future memorized wiring in the brain allows you to plan effectively, make decisions, and act. Without it, you will be completely
insolvent, having to get acquainted with everything in your surroundings at all times. There is no assumption. No critical thinking. There's no plan. No productivity. Memory is the starting point for thinking about the future. They provide a scaffold for your imagination to create a blanket of
assumptions, images, and sensory inputs that draw form your experience. However, the only problem with this bias towards remembering the future is that your predictability is limited by what you know. Solution: You have to know more about things. Because we cannot defeat the hard
wiring of the brain, we must train it by regularly introducing new information, people, settings, sensations and experiences to expand our memory data bank. In this way, we create more flexible and diverse mental patterns that our brains can use to fill the void of the future. With a richer
memory repository, we can imagine a wide range of possibilities, appreciate the web of factors that affect a certain problem, and create more combined links that quickly look at different situations. This is your best defense against-and preparation for unforeseen events and opportunities
that will likely affect your business. Whether you are looking for the next big idea or a new look, solving an innovation challenge, or hunting for an emerging technology, market, or business model to invest in, it is absolutely essential that you start by immersing yourself in new materials. New
research, new disciplines, new sources, new experiences, new inputs, new approaches. It's simple: To have a new authentic idea, you have to start with new inputs. If you don't, you can-really-do no better than produce another version of what you already know. The big payoff is what
happens when new information collides with established memories. When your brain tries to make sense of the data coming, it looks around for what's familiar, new links to the old. And suddenly your perspective changes: It's Aha's moment! I've never seen it that way before! Indeed, you
have not. Without new inputs and links synaptic new it stimulates, there is no physical way that you may have seen it that way before. You see, Aha is very coveted! as a result of a mental mash-up. If you understand that is what makes details pop up, you can be deliberate in how you
embed insight-generation into the design of your problem solving process. The better points of brain training (and quilt knitting) Balance the right and left sides of the brain to make regular popToo ideas, calendars are packed with projects that have no room for thinking about the future. It's
all done left brain, with little to no right brain discovery and creativity. Using the same inner-outer proverb box, you can think of the left side of the brain as activity inside the box, such as short-term planning, analysis, prediction and project management. This kind of work will be terrible if you
try to get things done with an outside-the-box approach. However, if you need to get perspective, to get unstuck, or develop anything new (approach, product, system), external is where you want to go, and must-brain generation insight and big picture thinking will take you there. These
possibilities come alive in response to full-body experiences such as art, travel, and conferences, especially when the content is related to a problem you're trying to solve. What you want to take away from this left brain, the right brain discussion is: Language keeps you inside the box. It is
located on the left side of the brain, and when it or any other left brain function is active, it blocks activity on the right side. Similarly, when the right brain is musing on big philosophical questions, or imagining future possibilities, it inhibits the left brain. Takeaway: Meetings are the wrong tool
for the job when it comes to unstuck or solving complex problems. For this reason, it is important that long-term planning, strategy and innovation are pursued separately from ordinary daily activities. But only if it does not disrupt the normal flow of productivity, which is carried out by a
process under a sequence of left-right-left activities: analysis and research (left brain); new input and creative play (right brain); distill the findings into form and project plan (left brain). This left-right-left approach is what it takes to switch out of, and back, the constant parade of emails, phone
calls, and meetings that keep the project cutting along. Schedule your Knitting Out Of The Conference RoomTake group to a café or a museum or have a walking meeting through a nearby park. A change of scene and format is useful as a perspective and fostering energy. Creating a
space dedicated to right brain thinking – what I call a Zone of Discovery–to share creative finds. This is where your input blanket is collected, where workshops occur and where people can pause and reflect amid the steady flow of emails, phone calls, and meetings. An area of discovery
can be physically speaking a wall or a room-or virtual, through notifications like Pinterest, Mural.ly, Mindjet.To keep your tapath remembering ever expanding memory, stoke your curiosity across the field unfamiliar with. Dive into discoveries and innovations outside of your industry.
Researchers, scientists, children and entrepreneurs find clues about the conditions and behaviors that make them successful. Record your insights in various forms that speak to your right brain: photos, drawings, phrases, artifacts, music, art, citations, and anything that resonates with you.
Collect them, document them, and send them in your ZoD. Conduct workshops in the Zone of Discovery to entertain challenging questions, explore topics and insights, create and prototype solutions. Valid at the beginning, middle, and end of the project. Give 5% of your time and budget to
discoverAssign 5% of your resources, per project, to right-brain Zone of Discovery operation. Build it into the budget and put it on the project calendar. When launching: Even if the plan is clear, create a Zone of Discovery space for the team and start there. Creating a vision for the project:
What does its final state feel and look like? What are you going to do? What are the specific results you want to see? Bringing these goals to life in visual media sensations. Post and record it. Midway: Review Zone of Discovery, especially if you feel trapped. Update your document and dive
back. What did you learn? What insights are emerging? Are there concerns, partnerships or resources that have revealed an additional challenge or opportunity? What options do you have to make at this point? Conclusion: Return to distill your findings into its final form for presentation.
Cruel editing. Make it down to its most essential elements for communication. Which form of communication will work best? Play with it until you find something that represents your work in a clear and effective way. By expanding your experience and restructuring time and space for creative
thinking, you'll be able to keep the future in view– even if you've got your nose to grindstone. grinding stones.
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